The main objective of this paper is to provide some adequate way to compute the nonconservative hyperbolic system which describes a multicomponent turbulent flow. The model is written for an isentropic gas. The exact solution of the Riemann Problem (RP) associated to the hyperbolic system is exhibited. It is composed of constant states separated by rarefaction waves, or shock waves and a contact discontinuity,
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent need for computation of complex systems of non linear PDE's such as those arising when investigating turbulent phenomena has motivated the development of adequate solvers, Actually hyperbolic systems arising in the framework of single phase turbulent compressible • Corresponding author. e-mail: declercqtjlworldonline.fr t e-mail: alain.forestier@cea.fr "e-mail: jean-marc.herard@der.edf.fr §e-mail: fore@semt2.smts.cea.fr .,e-mail: g.poissant@iut.univ-evry.fr 117 models contain different scales of pressure fields, The standard mean pressure accounts for microscopic effects, whereas the mean turbulent kinetic energy (focusing on K-epsilon type models) stands for some counterpart of the mean pressure at a macroscopic level. This was recently demonstrated by several workers (see for instance Coquel and Berthon [I], or [2] ) who hence 2.1. Governing Equations
A TURBULENCE MODEL TO DESCRIBE
MULTTCOMPONENT FLOWS (6) (2) (5) (4) (3) a=a 
The kinetic turbulent energy K" is the trace of the (1/2)W tensor. In the two dimensional frame we write:
We introduce the mass fraction Y, and the relative velocity V k :
We start with Euler equations for an average compressive multicomponent flow (see [9) ). The gas k = v, I are assumed to be isentropic. If p stands for the mean density of the mixture, a denotes the volume fraction of the v flow in the mixture, P represents the pressure and U is the velocity of the mixture, we may use Favre's average [II] to deal with compressive flows. Thus:
proposed various upwinding schemes for practical purposes. This is true for one or two-equation models, but it is even more convincing when turning to so-called second-moment closures. In this case, the small viscous effects lead to investigating basic solutions of homogeneous convective systems. Though the decoupled approaches are still often used in industrial codes, recent examples of computation of impinging jets on wall boundaries have shown that the coupled approach should be preferred for stability reasons. We will focus in this work on the tight coupling between the mean pressure field and turbulent kinetic energy, when computing multicomponent compressible first-order turbulent closures. One of the main objectives here is to derive exact or approximate Riemann solvers for our specific problem, and beyond to compare both efficiency, accuracy and stability of respective schemes. The paper is thus organized as follows. In the first part, the turbulent model used to describe the flow is briefly presented.
Since both viscous and source terms may be easily computed applying standard Finite Volume schemes on structured meshes at least, emphasis is given on the analysis of the convective homogeneous problem, which is hyperbolic but is not in conservative form. Studying Riemann invariants, entropy inequalities and assuming some approximate jump conditions hold, enables to derive an existence and uniqueness result for the solution of the one-dimensional Riemann problem associated with the convective problem, provided that the initial data agrees with certain conditions. This result is made possible by using the admissible part of the shock curves owing to the entropy inequality. It also requires that the strength of shocks be sufficiently weak.
The second part of the paper is devoted to the construction of a Godunov-type solver which accounts for non-conservative terms, and to a comparison with some rough Godunov scheme, and also with the adaptation to the frame of nonconservative systems of the rough but robust Rusanov scheme.
Remark that we have noted K S = K V + K I = (I /2)(PvU;2 + PIU?). But that is not the turbulence of the melting flow K = (I/Z)pU '2 Uv"VP = U;"VP + U"VP = U;"VP + aUv"VPUvP"Va + UvPa;n v (14)
K Model for Isentropic Multicomponent Flows
PvU;(U" -v;)a;n" -ZUvPvUv(U" -v;)a;nv 
PROPOSITION I The governing equation of the turbulent kinetic energy ofeach phase is:
Then we make some simplifications to close the system. At first, we neglect area source terms, and odd correlations, assuming a Gaussian velocity distribution.
We also assume isotropic turbulence, thus the Reynolds tensor is diagonal and isotropic. It is described through K": (20) 
In a three-dimensional framework we obtain:
The last term on the left hand side is usually neglected in turbulent modelling. To close the (S) system we add the K' evolution equation, which is obtained by summation of K' over phases. In addition, it is assumed that the flow phases have equal velocities. From now on, we neglect the average symbol, and set K for 1('. We eventually get the system obtained here by adding the additional standard viscous terms arising in turbulence modelling (Il( and 1) are positive quantities depending on the choice of the turbulencc model, I'cff= '"ium + 11(). We recall that the gas is isentropic, with given pressure law pep Y) and that e stands for the turbulent dissipation, which is modeled (see for instance the one equation turbulence model of [16] or [3] ).
hyperbolic systems. The most natural finite volume method is the Godunov method [14] , which requires getting the exact solution of the Riemann Problem at the interface between two neighboring cells. However, unless the initial data for the turbulent kinetic energy K is null, the Riemann solution of the multidimensional (S) system is unknown. Hence, one needs to exhibit the one dimensional solution of the Riemann problem associated with the whole convective terms. The ID associated problem is a differential system in the normal direction of the boundaries of a twodimensional control volume. PROPOSITION 
Setting W =(C, K), we are interested in the first
EXACT RIEMANN SOLVER

From a 3D Problem to the ID Riemann Problem
It is well known that Finite Volume upwinding schemes are efficient methods to solve non linear
Applying the P projector to the (5) system:
Thus, using the fact that: W = P-1W n enables to derive:
We set by (PR) the (5 n ) associated Riemann
Problem with the initial constant states W, and W, on the left and right sides of the interface.
Exact Solution of the ID Riemann
Problem with Approximate Jump Conditions
Mathematical Analysis of the Hyperbolic System
The approach given below is quite similar to analysis of hyperbolic systems occurring in the modeling of spray dynamics [20, 19) , or of a multicomponent flow in velocity disequilibrium (17) , of some gas-solid flow models (5), or in (18) for a monocomponent turbulent flow. In order to compute the solution of the (PR) problem, we need to investigate the I D system (5 n ) .
The (5 n ) system is hyperbolic, nonstrictly, because 
We eventually obtain a similar one-dimensional system:
We introduce the turbulent celerity in a turbulent multicomponent now setting:
The following eigenvalues arise:
The associated right eigenvectors span~5:
The first and fifth characteristic fields are Genuinely Non Linear under sufficient condition that pressure, for fixed Y, is a convex function of (lip) (specific volume):
Riemann invariants are, with (c;(p))2 = Y;P'(pY i )+ (10/9) 
We note that both U ll and P+(2/3)K are Riemann invariants through the 2 -3 -4 wave. The rarefaction curves are thus, given by the following relations:
-Shock curves are discontinuous solutions. They must comply with the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions. Noting a to be the speed of the associated discontinuity:
The field associated with treble eigenvalue is Linearly Degenerated:
We are now able to provide the construction of the different smooth waves: 
For the non-conservative equation we have an approximate jump relation, depending of the choice of the integration's path </>(s). We refer to [6] for the theory of the non-conservative hyperbolic systems (see also [10, 18] ). Here, for simplicity, we use the straight line's path, in terms of the W = (p, Y, Un, UT> K) variables:
-We emphasize that in the case of a "contact discontinuity", these approximate Rankine-Hugoniot conditions and the rarefaction curves provide the same relations between states on each side of this contact discontinuity, which must be related to the frame of systems of conservative laws (see tests cases in [8] ).
The associated shock curves are:
(50)
Note also that, provided WI and W, are such that UI = u, and (P +(2K/3))1 = (P +(2K/3», then the solution of the one dimensional Riemann problem is an unsteady contact discontinuity traveling with velocity a = Unl = u",: The selection among the solutions, of the curve that admits the right sign, is obtained by Lax inequalities. The choice of [u,,] ::; 0 will also be justified by the entropy characterization in the following section.
In these solutions we only keep the part of the solution curves where the turbulence is positive, thus, we obtain conditions which are exactly similar to the realizability conditions:
From left to I state: From 2 to right state: I
Scalar Resolution of a Multidimensional System
This section is devoted to the computation of an exact solution of (RP). We know that the solution of (PR) is self-similar Wn(x, t) = W'«x/t), WI, W,.) and consists in at most four constant states separated by shock waves, (andor) rarefaction waves and a contact discontinuity 
(58)
Sketch of proof By the strict monotorucrty of Fz(X" X 3 ) , which is a growing function of X" we deduce that if h 3(X3 ) + U, -II / > Zr; there exists
The sp function is a strictly nongrowing function of X 3 ; thus X I(X3 ) is unique. Moreover, F I(XI(X3 ) , X 3 ) is a strictly growing function of X 3 , and, as -h 3(X3 ) < Z, we conclude by this computation that we get a unique couple (X" X 3 ) if and only if lin' -lint < Zt+ Z,.
This result is exact if the connection between states is a rarefaction wave or a contact discontinuity. If to V.N ,L. fields corresponds a shock solution, we have to assume that the jump's amplitude remains weak. The positivity of p, K, Y and I -Y is checked by the parameterization (55), (58) and the realizability (53). In regular waves, since Riemann invariants are preserved, the following behavior of the turbulent Mach number holds:
where the exponent is usually posiuve since 1< (5/3) in most practical applications. Thus, this number is decreasing in low density regions.
In the following section, we assess the choice of density variations through shock waves, on the basis of an entropy inequality. PROPOSITION 3 Assume that approximate jump conditions (47) hold. Then the one dimensional Riemann problem associated with the non-conserva- We note this entropy-entropy flux pair F =
The piecewise C 1 function U is an entropy solution of (Sc) if U is a classical solution of (Sc) where U is CI and satisfies the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in the discontinuities, and further more satisfies for each entropy function ip the jump inequality:
THEOREM I The generic formulation of the ip entropies of (S) is:
ip is a combination of the conservative variables of (Sc).
Further more, we have found a new entropy E, that is the total energy of the mean flow.
So, we have to find a new variable ip, that is a combination of K and the other variables, such that its evolution equation would be conservative. As we can see in the following proposition we have a conservative formulation of the convective part our (S) system. PROPOSITION 4 'p = (Kj//3) is an entropy function of (S):
Proof Proof Hence, to identify all the entropies ip of (S), we use the propriety applied to (Sc) that D 2 cp(dG/ dU) must be a symmetrical matrix. See [7] for details. 
A Unique Physical Entropy
Remark It is not possible to symmetrize the system with the variable (DE/DW). One should thus consider other variables for numerical purposes involving the Petrov-Galerkin approach (see [16] for instance).
Thanks to the vanishing viscosity method, we can show that the mathematical entropy E is consistent with the viscous terms of the convective-diffusive system (S). Then, for our system, we prove the equivalence between the Lax inequalities and the compressive shock. At last, we show that the growing on shocks of the entropy F implies expansion shocks and then, F has no physical sense.
A= (-~u~~~) -~Illam k(8.,u)2(~)d~-kpc(Od~(81)
The:F Entropy has no Physical Sense
We should notice that the en tropic dissipation of the system is very weak. It just depends on the laminar viscosity, which is quite negligible compared with the turbulent viscosity IL, (see [12, 15] for somewhat similar entropic considerations). We should remark too, that both contributions of (79)
ILlam(a x uf andpe are proportional to Illam' Furthermore, their sum exactly corresponds to the average of the instantaneous dissipation, so this sum disappears as soon as Illam vanishes. Thus, we have obtained a physically relevant entropy inequality. Straightforward, though tedious algebra manipulations enable to conclude that [u,,] :::; 0 using entropy inequality and inserting approximate jump conditions inside. 
We may conclude that the first member is negative because of the P growth. Even more, the second member is positive due to the realizability requirement:
So, we use other arguments to come to the conclusion that the no entropy inequality arises from the latter.
Lax Inequalities and Compressive Shock
We demonstrate the equivalence, for our system, between Lax inequalities (which select the entropic solution) and the growing of density on shock curves (in the positive travel sense).
We recall the Lax inequalities on a l-shock curve between the states I and 2, setting V;= ui-a:
(86) THEOREM 3 On a I-shock curve we have the equivalence:
in a similar way, we may conclude for a 4-shock curve that:
A similar result holds ill a 4-sllOck curve: P2 < PI Proof -Then we show the reverse: For a I-shock P2 > PI => c'l > v~and vr > c' .,z -We start with the implication on a I-shock curve:
By a reductio ad absurdum, we suppose PI > P2:
We have to demonstrate the two inequalities:
We use the propriety of Y constant on shock curves, so c'2= (8Pj8p)+ (10 Kj9p) . We show separately:
Using the fact that K 2 = K,«4v, -v2)j(4v2 -VI»:
And for P2 > p"f, is growing, so is positive on P2·
Since P2> p, we get (89-1).
The same result holds for (90 -I)
This result may also be obtained for (90 -2), hence we conclude on the equivalence between Lax inequalities and compressive shock. (Ph Y h ll hK1)=(1.965,0.1, -950,843995) and ((12, Y2,1I2, K 2)=(0.668,0.9, -950,2987.79). This solution depends of the approximate jump relation chosen (50). In part" we will present the solutions obtained by means of Godunov scheme and a comparison with some approximate Godunov schemes. We can notice the creation of turbulence on shock and the weak loss of turbulence in the rarefaction wave.
The Shock Growing of the Ell/ropy :F Implies an Expansion Shock
CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses the solution of the one dimensional Riemann problem associated with the convective part of a model describing a turbulent multicomponent flow. This was achieved thanks to a physically relevant entropy inequality, which enables to select the unique entropic solution in shock curves, provided that some approximate jump conditions hold. The exhibited solution fulfills the realizability requirements, both through rarefaction waves and approximate shock curves.
A similar work has been reported when investigating the convective part of the K-epsilon model focusing on compressible flows ((12]), or when dealing with second-moment compressible closures ((14] ). The whole shows that these models arising from statistical approach of turbulence contain two distinct pressure fields. In all cases, the solution of the Riemann problem requires analysis of a coupled set of four equations (the remaining components -if meaningful-are simply obtained by deduction afterwards), which eventually results in solving a non-linear set of two equations with two unknowns, which can be rather easily done using some Newton algorithm. The ratio of these two pressures represents the square of what is usually called the turbulent Mach number by workers in the turbulent community. Though it is often assumed that this number is negligible in practice, it appears that this hypothesis no longer holds when approaching the wall boundaries, or in shear wakes. As a result, rough application of single phase Euler-type schemes to the frame of these complex "two-pressure" models may generate strong oscillations close to wall boundaries.
As a straightforward consequence of the present approach, Godunov type solvers may be constructed and approximate Riemann solvers may be exhibited, the solutions of which may be compared with exact solution of the Riemann problem. This is achieved in a companion paper [8] .
